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March 19, 2021
Ministry of Culture of Slovenia
Maistrova ul. 10, Ljubljana
Dear Colleagues,
My name is Simon Levin. I am a full time studio artist, kiln builder, writer, teacher, Fulbright
scholar and I am now Director at Large for the largest ceramic organization in the United States.
I have been lucky enough to travel and meet lots of artists. In 2017 I met Teja Hlacer at La
Meridiana Ceramic School in Certaldo Italy. Teja was working there as a teacher, a studio
assistant and pursuing her own research. It was immediately clear to me that Teja was
dedicated to a life of ceramics, and that the work suited her.
Clay is a language, and Teja’s facility with language shines. While I was in Italy Teja became my
Italian teacher, tutoring me and helping me with pronunciation. La Meridiana put her to work
directly with all the international visitors that come to study not only because of her language
skills but also because she is so personable, kind and clearly likes people and teaching. Teja
showed me her work and her inspiration of traditional Slovenian forms and decoration.
I enjoyed working with Teja, showing her what I know about wood firing, and learning from her.
Since that time I have seen Teja in the United States attending the National Council of Education
for the Ceramic Arts annual conference, and touring potteries in the United states.
You are blessed to have a capable, kind educated and dedicated teacher in Teja. She is clearly
devoted to her work and identity as a Slovenian artist.
I wholeheartedly recommend you support Teja Hlacer in her endeavors and continue her
funding as a teacher and artist.

-Simon Levin

Teja Hlacer
To whom it may concern
Letter of Recommendation
Dear Madam or Sir
To be asked to write a letter of recommendation for Teja Hlacer is not simply a pleasure, it is both
a pleasure and privilege. I hold Teja in the highest esteem.
I shall write my impressions under four topics, but will begin by summarising our acquaintance.
I have known the founder and director of La Meridiana International School of Ceramics since
1984 and, since then, have worked at that School in various capacities, including teaching. Since
we met in 2014 my experience of working with Teja falls into two categories: working alongside
her in the periods when she was an assistant at La Meridiana; and working with her when she was
a student on the three month On Centre course from January to March 2016.
So, firstly: Teja was far from a beginner when I first met her, and far from a beginner at the start of
On Centre, but she is someone who learns quickly both because of her commitment and because
of her attitude that there is always, in every situation, something to be learned. Over the time I
have known her she has extended her knowledge of clays, slips and glazes hugely. And her making
skills in throwing, trimming and glazing have been refined to a high level. I would pick out her
proficiency in glazing as being of a very high level – glazes are evenly applied, with experienced
control of thickness and extremely precise application. As a repetition thrower she has that
professional quality of working in an unrushed way and yet producing sets of work both speedily
and accurately. She has developed the knowledge and confidence to fire wood kilns as well as gas.
Thus, on technical level, I would say she is a very competent and accomplished potter.
Secondly: not all competent potters are ceramic artists and, equally not all ceramic artists are
competent potters. Teja is a ceramic artist as well as a competent potter. While most of what she
makes is functional she works with a very clear visual awareness both about three dimensional
relationships in her forms – proportion, edge, thickness, curve, angle – and about the tone and
colour relationships in the bodies, slips and glazes she uses. So, on a visual level, I would say she is
a perceptive artist.
Thirdly: I have worked with Teja as my student during On Centre 2016 and when she was
employed by La Meridiana as a co-worker and I am happy to state from both these viewpoints
that she has an excellent work ethic, not simply doing what is expected of her role but seeing what

Recommendation for Ms. Teja Hlacer
It is with my great pleasure that I recommend Ms. Teja Hlacer. I have
known Ms. Teja Hlacer since she worked as an assistant at the
workshop of the artist Maria Garzuly in the International Ceramics
Studio Kecskemet, Hungary in 2017. And after that I met Ms. Teja
Hlacer in the workshop and symposium.
She has been carrying out a big creativity and responsibility for
personal studio work as well as a team work in the International School
of Ceramics La Meridiana, Italy. She also did well achievements and
challenges in working with other staff members there and artists from
all around world.
Overall, Ms. Teja Hlacer is unique in her work and has the ability to
enjoy life without any stresses and strives to complete her work by
dedication and passion. She also loves to meet new challenges as
well. As a ceramist and a colleague, she is co-operative, flexible,
social and above all a team player and enjoys working with other
people.
Ms. Teja Hlacer has proven her to have the enthusiasm and initiative
for further development in Ceramic Art. I believe you can see her active
activities in Slovenia and will bring good inspiration to many artists and
she can make an exchange with them. I would therefore highly
recommend her.

Sincerely,

Min Kyoung Kim / Ceramic Artist

